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M.E. / M.TECH. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, MAY 2019 

Second Semester 
MS18204 – MICROCONTROLLER AND PLC 

 (Mechatronics) 
(Regulation 2018) 

Time: Three Hours                                                                                         Maximum : 100 Marks 
Answer ALL questions 

PART A - (10 X 2 = 20 Marks) 
1. Compare microprocessor with microcontroller. 
2. Differentiate CISC from RISC. 
3. Write the program to toggle the port 1.3 
4. Write a short note on TRIS. 
5. Define half-duplex, full duplex and simplex. 
6. Write down the different interrupts used in 8051 based on its priority? 
7. What are the different types of instruction sets used in PIC18FXXX? 
8. Define polling & state its need. 
9. What is latching? 
10. Write a short note on retentive timer. 

 
PART B - (5 X16 = 80 Marks) 

11. (a) Explain the architecture of 8051.                              (16) 
(OR) 

 (b) Explain the architecture of PIC18FXXX. (16) 
 
12. (a) Explain in detail about serial communication in 8051 with RS232. (16) 

(OR) 
 (b) Explain in detail about various conditional and unconditional instructions used in 

8051 with a examples. 
(16) 

 
13. (a) Explain different addressing modes used in PIC with examples. (16) 

(OR) 
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 (b) Explain briefly about CCP, ECCP & PWM programming /modules of 
PIC18FXXX.                 

(16) 

 
14. (a) Explain LCD interfacing with 8051/PIC18FXXX. (16) 

(OR) 
 (b) Explain briefly about interfacing sensors with 8051. (16) 
 
15. (a) Explain in detail about architecture of PLC.                     (16) 

(OR) 
 (b) Write a relay ladder program, complete with tags, for an Up/Down counter and 

timers used to keep track of cars entering and exiting a parking lot. The program 
re- quirements for this application can be summarized as follows:  
 • The parking lot holds 100 vehicles.  
 • There is an entrance vehicle sensor and an exit vehicle sensor and time 

delay of 10 seconds should be provided each time when car barrier opens 
to allow the car to enter and exit.  

 • When the parking lot is full a Lot Full sign is illuminated.  
 • Whenever a car exits the lot, a Caution Buzzer/ Light is activated to warn 

pedestrians.  

(16) 

 


